MCI Updates the Ultimate Smooth Ride Designworks USA-styled TOUR BUS

Now featuring 450 HP 2007 EPA Compliant Cummins ISM, Wide-Ride Suspension, Electronic Stability Control, Reverse Sensing System, additional 12 or 24 Volt Alternator, and many other enhancements made with input from our customers.

To schedule a test drive today, call 1-866-MCICOACH.

The updated 2009 J4500 conversion shell shown with 2 optional slide-outs.
The Future is Digital...

DigitalSpot 3000 DT

ROBE digital.com

PLASA 08, Booth No. E57
ALPHA 300
SPOT HPE | SPOT | WASH | BEAM

Compact and EXTREMELY BRIGHT*, the new Alpha 300 projectors boast all the potential of the Clay Paky Alpha larger sized projectors. Excellent value for money.

(*) Alpha Spot HPE 300 and Alpha Spot 300 projectors produce double the brightness of their best known competitors in the same power category.
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The second leg of many tours are firing up. In the middle of this we are getting news of a major financial crisis that seems to be global in nature. First fuel cost soared and now this. Oh well, at least we have each other and our fair business. The one constant in this culture is that people want to be entertained and will pay for that luxury. Ticket prices may have to be re-thought, the size of productions may have to scale down a bit, but the shows will go on!

The thing I always remember regarding financial downturns is that there is a lot of psychology involved; group psychology, that is. Remaining optimistic and energized is infectious. The more positive you are in your day-to-day work and interactions with others, the more that energy is passed on. It may seem trite, but it is true that optimism is infectious. The “good vibes” that we put out can lift the spirits of others without our knowledge. So, keep up your own spirits, put on a happy face and to heck with the stock market. As one economist quoted on television, when your IRA quarterly statement shows up, open a beer instead of the envelope and keep working away.

Finally, this is the season for some of the big conventions and trade shows. My feeling is that there will be a few surprises this year for those events. There may be some scaling back of exhibitors due to the old greed factor and isolation. Sometimes event planners tend to think that their agendas are the only things that matter. A word to the wise – start listening to what your clients are saying – we are. Stay tuned.

Larry Smith
ANNOUNCING
A LIGHTING INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT OF EPIC PROPORTIONS

ED & TED’S EXCELLENT LIGHTING and Q1 PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES, two of the most respected names in event and entertainment lighting, have joined forces to become one exciting new company. EPIC PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES is now home to some of the most creative, experienced, reliable and dedicated professionals in the industry, with an enormously expanded capacity to service an international roster of clients who demand and deserve nothing short of the best.

THE FOUNDING COMPANIES BEHIND EPIC PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES ARE PROUD TO HAVE SUPPORTED:
AEG • CHRISTINA AGUILERA • BEASTIE BOYS • BEYONCÉ • BLUE MAN GROUP • BON JOVI • BOSTON • CALGARY STAMPEDE
CIRCUIT CITY • KELLY CLARKSON • DANCING WITH THE STARS • DIRTY DANCING • DREAM THEATER
THE EAGLES • FOO FIGHTERS • JOURNEY • LENNY KRAVITZ • LIVE NATION • THE LORD OF THE RINGS • MATCHBOX 20
GEORGE MICHAEL • ALANIS MORISSETTE • MORRISSEY • MOTLEY CRUE • NINE INCH NAILS • NOKIA THEATRE LA LIVE
NYGARD INTERNATIONAL • ORACLE • TOM PETTY • PRINCE • ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION • THE SOUND OF MUSIC
STARS ON ICE • STYX • TRANS-SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA • UNIVERSEUL CIRCUS • VAN HALEN • WE WILL ROCK YOU • KANYE WEST

RENTALS • PRODUCTION • SALES • INTEGRATION
LOS ANGELES • VANCOUVER • WINNIPEG

www.epicpt.com
Prior to receiving its historic weight, the rally at Grant Park proved to be an enormous and challenging event to cover. Ian Hunt, Director of Event Management for CLAIR Chicago, recalls the job: “Not only did we need to combine full coverage and vocal intelligibility on a massive scale in this deep, wide venue, we also needed to ensure signal feeds for the vast assemblage of press from around the world, and all with impeccable audio quality.”

After mapping Grant Park venue area using LAPS (Line Array Prediction Software), both Hunt and Mark Kishbaugh, Account Executive for CLAIR Chicago, determined that Electro-Voice’s X-Line line-array system was the ideal choice to deliver the long-range, highly intelligible sound the rally would require.

Two main hangs of 12 X-Line line-array loudspeakers provided the main output (11 Xvls & 1x Xvlt), augmented with one delay hang of eight Xvls. Two more arrays of four Xvls were used as screen hangs, 12 ground-stacked Xsubs provided low end support, and eight X-Array boxes were used as stage fills and delays. EV’s Xw12 floor monitors were seen on TV screens around the world, delivering the mix to the man himself. EV P3000 amplifiers provided power for the system.

“Aside from its excellent throw, X-Line offers great vocal articulation, making it perfect for an important speech event like this,” Hunt adds.

CLAIR’s system threw sound much further than the outer limits of Grant Park. It also delivered audio to televisions and radios across the globe via an unprecedented 720 press feeds. To make sure the rest of the world heard the best possible mix, CLAIR used a Midas Heritage 3000 (operated by Joe Keiser of CLAIR) at Front of House, and a Midas Venice 320 (managed by Bryan Farina) to monitor each of the 700 plus returning press feeds. Each worked alongside tried and true Klark Teknik DN3600 Eqs. Warm,
High quality products, competitively priced.
➤ 7kW to 75kW generators, powered by a rugged Kubota or Cummins diesel engine.
➤ Commercial grade performance and construction.
➤ Highly-experienced staff to help guide you, including electrical and mechanical engineers.
➤ Wide range of options available.

Comprehensive generator service centers in the Atlanta and Charlotte areas.
➤ From simple repairs to complete replacements, we handle it all on a broad array of generators.
➤ Conveniently located with Interstate access nearby.

“High quality products, competitively priced. We used four consoles to send signals to the press,” says Hunt, “but on a stage as critical as this we needed to be able to monitor all incoming signals quickly and easily, so we sent everything to a Venice 320. We really needed the speed and reliability of Midas’ analog desks, as this was such a hands-on production. We needed to be ready for everything. This was an historic moment, and he really did deliver an impressive speech. Using analog was great because it really added depth to Obama’s voice, and imparted gravitas to his words. It was wonderful to hear him through the Midas preamps.”

Following the event, Hunt and his 22-person crew received praise for their production from all corners: “Everyone was extremely happy with the performance of the EV and Midas systems,” says Hunt; “we got great feedback from everyone, from the people who monitored the television side of the rally to people who were out there in the field—they all thought the sound was excellent. It was a great show. And, because of the nature of the event, it was an inspiring show to actually attend. The sound, the speech, the crowd—it was a truly memorable night.”

transparent vocals were ensured at every point in the signal chain; CLAIR also used two Midas XL42 preamps beneath the podium to split feeds to Front of House, the press system, and to ABC-TV.
Tina Turner, eight-time Grammy Award winner and Rock & Roll Hall of Famer, is currently making her long-awaited return to stages after an eight-year hiatus during the “Tina Turner – Live in Concert” Tour, spanning North America and Europe. There are currently 80 dates scheduled, with more being added as the massive demand for tickets continues to increase.

Turner’s new show features her entire career of hits, backed by a spectacular production including the singer’s high-energy band, original choreography, and of course, a jaw-dropping lighting scheme.

The stage includes a stunning array of 80 Clay Paky Alpha Beam 300 fixtures, as part of a massive LED wall grid upstage. The fixtures hide behind a motion-controlled video wall, which separates into sections, allowing the Alpha Beams to shine through. The fixtures are hung from custom brackets on the sides of a total of 8 LED screens, with 5 fixtures hanging along each side, which become visible when the screens separate from each other.

Lighting Designer is Barry “Baz” Halpin, who lists Cher, Queen, Joe Cocker and Pink among his credits. “I chose the Alpha Beam 300 for Tina Turner because of their low power consumption and unparalleled output compared to anything else in its class,” said Halpin, “I was most impressed by their reliability, speed and effectiveness. They are lightweight, bright and pack a powerful punch.”

Some of the most stunning effects occur first during “Addicted to Love,” when the LED wall splits for the first time into four sections, revealing 40 Alpha Beams between the split screens, then again during “Simply the Best,” when the four screens divide into eight, showing all 80 fixtures beaming...
between. Halpin says, “They look just beautiful — they make an incredible impact without overwhelming the other stage elements. We were able to use all of their features in different ways to get a gorgeous variety of looks.”

The Alpha Beam 300 is the new 300W Clay Paky Beam Moving Lights that are having a very strong impact on the worldwide market, thanks to their “new concept” exclusivity. It recently won the Award for Innovation at PLASA08 in September. “The judges were impressed by this amalgamation of existing technologies which has created a new tool for lighting designers, offering greater versatility and flexibility,” said Matthew Griffiths, Managing Director of PLASA.

Francesco Romagnoli, Clay Paky GM for the Americas tells us: “Alpha Beam is a winning and innovative product, conceived to complete one of the widest professional moving heads line in the world, the “Alpha Range.” We have lit up some of this year’s leading events with these products from Shakira’s tour to The Cure’s, from the Beijing Olympics to Cirque du Soleil’s latest show.

Francesco also mentioned the importance of the partnership between Clay Paky and PRG Distribution, initiated at the beginning of 2008: “PRG Distribution’s professionalism and market penetration capacity have been determining factors in Clay Paky product distribution in America. The two companies have high esteem and faith in each other and I am convinced they will bring mutual success on both the short and long-term.”

Stay tuned, as mPm will feature the current Tina Turner tour (say that fast 3 times) in our December issue.
Soundcheck is truly one of a kind facility. As the largest rehearsal studio complex in the world under one roof, Soundcheck is recognized as the rehearsal venue of choice by many top touring and recording acts. Soundcheck also provides a wide range of support services for touring and studio musicians, both in Nashville and on the road.

750 Cowan Street Nashville, TN 37207
Phone: 615.726.1165 Fax: 615.256.6045
soundchecknashville.com
REGISTRATION FEES

FULL CONFERENCE
Includes all panels, minigolf/lazer tag/go-carts, lunches, dinners & awards show.

Regular (Register between Dec. 1, 2008 – Jan. 25, 2009) – $325.00 each
Advanced (Register between Nov. 1, 2008 – Nov. 30, 2008) – $300.00 each
Early Bird (Register before Oct. 31, 2008) – $275.00 each
Walk-ups (Register onsite) – $350.00 each

ADDITIONAL FEES
Spouse Registration – $100.00
Industry Dinner/Awards Show ONLY (Included with full Registration) – $100.00

Mother Hubbards Cupboard
In an effort to further the education for students and young people who wish to make a career in the live entertainment world, Tour Guide is offering the opportunity for the industry to sponsor a student or students at the above registration cost. This cost will include accommodations and all Tour Link functions for the students.

Name: ______________________________________________________________
Company: ___________________________________________________________
Street Address: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________ State/Prov.: _____________________________
Postal Code: __________________________ Country: _______________________
Phone: __________________________ Fax: _____________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________
Additional Names:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Number of full conference registrations - QTY: __________
Spouse ($100) □
Mother Hubbards Cupboard - QTY: __________
Industry Dinner Awards Show ONLY($100) - QTY: __________

TOTAL: ____________

Payment Type: □ CHECK □ CREDIT CARD: ________________________________

Tour Guide Conference 2009
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE EVENT PRODUCTION CONFERENCE IN THE WORLD!
This event brings production managers, tour managers, business managers, transportation companies, concert service personnel, crew, hotels and venues together for the most talked-about conference in event production history.

Dates: January 22-25, 2009

Where:
Phoenix Marriot Mesa
200 N. Centennial Way
Mesa, Arizona 85201
800-456-6372
marriott.com/PHXMM

fax form to 615. 256.7004
© TOUR GUIDE MAGAZINE:
615.256.7006
When Family Force 5 went looking for production support for this year’s “Dance Rawr Dance 2” tour, they began building their team with the folks at Show Star Nashville. The lighting and sound company came in on budget and provided the group with a professional sound system that would be flexible, simple to use and meet their needs in the type venues in which they were booked.

The tour saw mainly theaters and smaller venues, and used each venue’s stacks and racks. Family Force 5’s music by nature uses a lot of low end, so Show Star Nashville added six Powered A-Line Acoustics LS-218A, dual 18 inch subwoofers to augment those house systems.

In addition to the subwoofers, Show Star Nashville also provided the tour with the monitor system and on-stage package. Again, A-Line Acoustics was called on for their powered Usoniq 112A wedges. Show Star Nashville also included the workhorse Yamaha M7CL 48-channel digital console to control the systems, both of which were run from the FOH position.

Mike Vaughn of Show Star Nashville summed it up, “They needed a system that delivered the same results night after night. The A-Line Acoustics rig is plug and play, and that allowed us to just hand the systems off to them and let their techs do their jobs.” Chad Stirling, FOH and Production Manager for Force Family 5 agrees, “The best thing about this tour was how easy Show Star Nashville made it for us night after night. It was definitely a plus having the same basic system to rely upon regardless of the room we were playing.”

The lighting system was designed with the same thought process. 44Designs, also from Nashville, provided the lighting rig. Designed and programmed by Dan Schultz, the show was extremely detailed. “Timing was the key here,” remarked Schultz. “The programming and design process were interesting for me because I’m usually a Hog3 guy, and we only had a day and a half to program the whole show on a Vista. I gotta say, that’s a pretty slick console.”

In the driver’s seat at the console for the shows was Cale Wetstein, an up-and-coming LD at 44Designs who, “really nailed it” according to Schultz. “It was a great learning experience for both of us.”

What’s up next for Show Star Nashville? Vaughn explains, “We did such a good job of meeting their needs, and providing great dependable gear, that it looks like we’re going to be the go-to guys for Force Family 5. We’ve begun building a great relationship and look forward to a fantastic future.”

Illustration by Matt Gondek
Photography by Shotmonster.com
Graphic Design by Muddog Design

For more information or to book a tour go to www.ShowStarNashville.com
PRODUCTION PLUS 5 STAR

5 Star Cases has just delivered 4 Panasonic TH-50P plasma screen trunks to Hertfordshire-based production/event management and technical services company, Production Plus.

The new Tour Grade trunks each house one 50 inch screen display, and include separate compartments for detachable speakers plus an integral space to incorporate a fitted mounting bracket.

The plasma screen trunks were finished expediently in a week, finished with the usual Production Plus black laminate exterior, complete with corporate branding via screen printed logos.

Managing Director Andy Miller says that they keep returning to 5 Star because of the design and build quality of the products and - once again - the wonderful service and backup. Speed and quick delivery are other defining factors that impress them about the Wisbech-based company. “Not many suppliers that can meet this delivery criteria with 5 Star’s continuity” he states. He also thinks 5 Star has a great attitude, always making the client feel welcome – whatever the size or nature of the order or event.

Over years of building a fruitful relationship with Production Plus, 5 Star has supplied all its standard case ranges, from Lite-Flite through to Super Tour in a wide variety of shapes and sizes including briefcases, TFT cases, cable trunks, mixing console housings and special designs.

5 Star’s Managing Director Keith Sykes says, “We enjoy working with companies like Production Plus who follow the same basic ethos and principals of excellence that we do. Consequently there are many parallels between the way we run our respective businesses, and we all strive to complete projects to the highest standards.”

Production Plus’s Andy Miller (R) takes delivery of some of their new 5 Star cases

Cases

5 Star Cases has just delivered 4 Panasonic TH-50P plasma screen trunks to Hertfordshire-based production/event management and technical services company, Production Plus.

These latest Production Plus screen trunks join the hundreds of 5 Star supplied cases that Production Plus uses day-to-day to house its extensive range of sound, lighting and AV kit.
We’re Powersource Transportation, Inc., one of the nation’s leading power-only trucking companies. Wherever you’re going and whatever you have, we’ve got the power to move you, your trailers, and your tour to the next venue—whether it’s in the next county or in the next state.
MOJO BARRIERS SHINE for MTV Europe Music Awards

The MTV Europe Music Awards at the Liverpool Echo Arena this month required not only the most stringent crowd safety standards but immaculate production values, so Mojo Barriers provided the highest quality black aluminium barrier system to meet the needs of the security and television teams.

The company installed 155 meters of aluminium stage barrier, 100 meters of cable ramps and 200 meters of pedestrian barrier, for the ceremony, which saw Paul McCartney receive an Ultimate Legend Award, with other honours going to Britney Spears, Kanye West, Pink and Lil’ Wayne.

The system was built on the Monday, prior to rehearsals of the Thursday evening show, and removed overnight following the ceremony.

“It was important that the barrier fitted in with the overall look of the production,” says Kevin Thorborn, Mojo Barriers’ UK Manager. “We were delighted to be able to respond flexibly when MTV Europe specified a black aluminium barrier. Meeting the production values of our clients is a key part of our service.”

CONTACT
Graham Brown, Resource PR
p: 0117 934 9346
e: graham@resource-pr.com

COWBOY TOWN TIPS HAT TO PST-12HD

“We were looking for a high-quality product that could take the Brooks & Dunn Cowboy Town Tour to the next level. Daktronics answered the call.”
—Michael Cruce, President of Media Visions Inc.

“In my experience with similar products they are slow to setup and clumsy with cases...with the Daktronics PST-12HD cases are not necessary and four panels per cart fit perfectly into the truck.”
—Ten-A-C, Tour Director, Media Visions Inc.

Add a visual dynamic to any tour with Daktronics PST-12HD LED panels, visit www.daktronics.com
ON TOUR SOFTWARE
Standardized Business Solutions For Touring

Designed for:
Artist Management
Production Managers
Tour Managers & Tour Producers
Business Managers & Accountants
Merchandisers

Features Include:
Itineraries, Advancing
Day sheets, Guest Lists
Lodging & Travel
Crew Management
Show Settlement
Road Expenses
Merchandise Management
Multi Currency
Tour Reconciliation
Management Reports
Data Synchronization
Various security levels
Interface with other systems

Runs in a variety of ways:
Hosted over the Internet
Macintosh, Windows, Networks
Day Sheets, Ticket Request available from iPhone, Blackberry & PDA

ON TOUR

www.OnTourSoftware.com
Business as Usual at Reliant Park

Nearly 2 months after Ike, a category 2 hurricane, hit the Houston Area and tore through Reliant Park, it’s “business as usual” enthused Nina Jackson, director of Marketing and Public Relations for the facilities.

Assessing the damage was a huge endeavor stated Shea Guinn, President of Reliant Park, in a press release, as the four facilities on the property encompass over 3.7 million square feet. With over 350 acres to cover, the task of this assessment took tremendous and sustained effort by their personnel, but administrative offices were reopened within the week.

Though no flooding occurred, numerous trees and signage were uprooted throughout the park. “Traffic flow and park transportation is back to normal,” Ms. Jackson said. “All loading docks are fully operational with no obstacles to hinder productions booking events. Shore power is available as well.”

Ms. Jackson reported that preliminary inspection by the engineering firm Walter P Moore, which designed Reliant Stadium’s structural system, indicates there is no damage to the primary roof structure. The hurricane did tear the cloth-like fabric material of the stadium roof. 5 of the 9 retractable roof sections were tore from the building with some pieces falling into the stadium. Clean up of the debris has already taken place and the roof is currently being repaired. The Texans games will be played in the stadium the rest of the season without the roof in place.

Both Reliant Center and Reliant Arena sustained roof, wind, and wind driven water damage, but a repair solution by local contractors was implemented. Both facilities are now fully functional.

Ms. Jackson further stated, “We are currently posting and holding events at both facilities as scheduled.” She also noted that the Jeff Dunham Spark of Insanity Tour, the Weezer Concert, The ISA Expo, and the International Gem & Jewelry show were all well attended.

Arie Crown Theater® at McCormick Place®

The coolest shows in Chicago happen here!

- State-of-the-art, 4,200-seat theater with private loading dock.
- Superb acoustics, house lighting and sound.
- Easily accommodates shows of all sizes – 90’ proscenium opening, 60’ stage depth, large orchestra pit.

2301 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60616
tel 312.791.6196
fax 312.791.6100
www.ariecrown.com
Taylor Tours

* Specializing in Coach Conversions and Tour Leasing
* Travel in style: Home away from Home
* We work HARD for you: 24/7/365
* Family owned and operated

Taylor Tours, Inc., 4210 W Opportunity Way • Anthem, AZ 85086
623-445-0111 • fax 623-445-0333
www.taylortours.com • taylortours@taylortours.com

Looking forward to another year of spectacular tours and events in 2008/2009!

TMS

7510 Burlington Street • Omaha, NE 68127
402.592.5522 • tms@tms-omaha.com • www.tms-omaha.com

Authorized VARI*LITE
Sales Dealer

The professional, versatile, durable, flexible, goose-neck lamp system

Littlite LLC
Hamburg, MI 48139 USA
PH 888-548-8549
sales@littlite.com www.littlite.com

Introducing a tour bus company that drives home your high expectations.

Coach Quarters

For a detailed cost quote for your next tour, contact
Clan Witt or Timmer Ground at (815) 859-0200.
Wisconsin Center District Board Chairman Franklyn M. Gimbel (left), and Wisconsin Center District President & CEO Richard A. Geyer (right) welcomed Maestro Leon Botstein (center), who conducted the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra at the Milwaukee Theatre on Wednesday, Nov. 12. Since its inauguration, the orchestra’s repertoire has been comprised of an exciting combination of the masterpieces of the past and exciting, contemporary musical compositions. In addition to serving as the conductor and music director for the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Botstein is the editor of Musical Quarterly, president of Bard College in New York, and is founder and co-artistic director of Bard Music Festival.
For the students, faculty, administrators, and others who routinely found themselves onstage before the student body and members of the local community at the Bedford North Lawrence Performing Arts Center, the quality of the facility's sound reinforcement system was a sore subject. Speakers and performers alike routinely experienced RF (radio frequency) interference, excessive dropouts, and poor sound quality as they struggled with the antiquated wireless microphone system. After determining this unfortunate state of affairs had existed for far too long, officials for the North Lawrence Community Schools decided an upgrade was in order—and they found their solution with wireless technology from MIPRO, distributed in North America by Kansas City, MO-based Arlex Corporation.

According to Nathan Lowery, manager of the Bedford North Lawrence Performing Arts Center, whose responsibilities include overseeing all aspects of audio and lighting in addition to supervising students who assist with productions, the acquisition of the MIPRO equipment was most timely. “Our old wireless system had really seen its better days,” said Lowery. “With so many wireless products on the market now, our previous system lacked the ability to function well in a congested RF environment. We routinely had interference from other signals in the area and this caused a myriad of difficulties. Additionally, dropouts were very common. We actually had to keep the receivers on stage in order for the transmitters to be heard. Between the subpar audio quality and the frequent dropouts, the system compromised everything we tried to do.”

Sold by John Schaeffer of Indianapolis, IN-based Indy Pro Audio, the MIPRO system purchased by the North Lawrence Community Schools for their 1,900-seat proscenium style theater consists of four ACT-707D Dual-Channel Receivers, six ACT-707TM PLL (Phase-locked loop) Synthesized bodypack transmitters used in conjunction with the MU-55LX lavaliere microphones, and two ACT-707HM PLL Synthesized handheld mic transmitters. Lowery was quick to point out that in addition to the equipment being very intuitive to operate, the documentation was equally informative.

As he re-focused his attention back toward school business, Lowery offered this final thought about the new MIPRO wireless microphone system, “Everyone has been very impressed,” said Lowery. “The system’s sound quality is excellent.”

We understand your needs

“TSO has used Potenza Enterprizes since their first tour. They’ve grown with us from 2 trucks to 26. Their attention to detail, the caliber of their drivers & equipment is the reason we use them and will continue to do so. They are part of the TSO family”. Elliot Saltzman, Tour Director - Trans-Siberian Orchestra.
PAM LEWIS & PLA MEDIA Celebrating over 23 YEARS

Connecting Clients to their Audience and Media
An Award Winning Public Relations and Marketing Agency
Based in Nashville, TN

Let our knowledge and experience work for you!
"PLA Media is the best, always a pleasure to work with. One of the few PR firms around that knows how to develop an artist to the next level and then some... After 30 plus years in the biz and having worked with Pam Lewis on numerous successful projects, I would recommend her services to anyone & everyone."
Mark Maynard, Vice President of Marketing Lofton Creek Records

"It's really fun to work with Pam Lewis because she makes smart decisions that constantly streamline the process of publicity... The PLA staff realizes that every game plan must be customized to the individuality of the artist, and her perception in that region borders on ESP! Their mission is to give me the tools to realize what is unique about myself, so I can build a foundation on my personal strong points. And that's not only important - it might just be the most vital element in any artistic endeavor!"
Michael Martin Murphey

Phone: (615) 327-0100  Fax: (615) 320-1061
NEW MEDIA ARTS MEETS LIVE SHOWS

CONTENT DESIGN & PRODUCTION
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

(T) 514 843 8433
information@momentfactory.com
www.momentfactory.com
BROOKS & DUNN
COWBOY TOWN TOUR
by MICHAEL A. BECK
In all four cases this year was no exception. However, for now we’ll focus on the Brooks & Dunn show out of respect for our friends in Chicago.

This year’s production was a bit of a departure from years past in a number of ways. Many of them centered around the presence of Robert Deaton (of Deaton Flanigen Productions) as the creative director of the show.

“Clarance Spalding (B&D’s Manger) called and asked if I’d handle creative direction for the tour and I said ‘sure, I’ll give it a go.’” Deaton recalled. “So I got a team of people that I use on my television shows and we put the thing together.”

Among the people on this team was Mike Swinford. One look at the set and it was obvious that it was designed by Mike Swinford. The portion of this show that could be classified as “set” was limited to the upstage wall. It consisted of the same elements Swinford tends to go back to with remarkable frequency.

There were three tall LED panels across the back line. The LED panels were separated and flanked by scenic columns that were made of corrugated steel (AKA “tin cans”) with six cutouts of the B&D trademark steer’s skull. Those cutouts were a part of the creative theory of the show. Deaton placed a high premium on hammering home the band’s brand.

One of the other twists this year was that Lighting Designer Larry Boster, the only one involved in the visuals of the show who wasn’t on Deaton’s team, chose to light the show without the aid smoke or haze in the air. “I got tired of all of my atmosphere going away every night because we only do sheds,” Boster told us. “So in rehearsals I set the rig up and lit the show flat then I laid in smoke and focused.

**ARTISTS**

*Kix Brooks*  
*Ronnie Dunn*
through it. It worked so well and the final product was so clean that that’s the way I’ll do it from here on out.”

“I’ve always lit the stage with the idea of beams slicing through the air. But this way I can light the scenic elements and the people on the stage with a lot more precision.”

The original set design was to have Syncrolites shooting through the cutouts in the tin cans at the crowd. Boster liked the idea, but had concerns about hitting the first 10 rows right in the retinas with Synchros all night long and the idea got nixed.

Boster suggested using a cyc or a screen behind the cutouts and neither idea worked. Then Swinford came up with the idea of using a mesh material called Contra and it worked like a charm. The Contra was flown on truss sections behind the Tin Cans in panels that were 10’ x 25’. Each one was hit from top and bottom with Mac 600’s and the result was perfect high-light of the cutout images.

The effect added great texture and allowed the audience members who paid the most for their seats to see something more than the business end of the most powerful light in the industry all night long.

The original set design also called for the Tin Cans to be flanked with vertical truss towers that Swinford would like to have seen contain as many as 8 intelligent fixtures (another Swinford stand by). The original concept also called for 16 of these towers which would have required a footprint of roughly 130’ across. But the show’s actual footprint was considerably less than that at 60’ wide. So Boster revised the design to cut the number of towers back to eight.

Space on each tower and budget also dictated that Boster pull back the number of instruments from the desired eight to four per tower.
Apart from the back light provided by the vertical towers, the bulk of the stage was lit by three circular trusses loaded with 12 Mac 600’s each. The center of each truss held a large relief of the Steer’s skull that dominated the space and was lit by a Mac 2k on the floor.

While the sight of the aluminum truss running up the side of the tin cans was a bit of an eye soar (black truss would have disappeared a bit better), Boster, who wanted them to be black in the beginning, wanted to have a minimal visual for a transitional look. He used the aluminum towers filled that bill. All that being said, the overall look really was fantastic. The icing on the cake was the spectacular video content, which was produced by Lee Lodge (another member of Deaton’s team) and posted at Mantra Productions in New York.

The video content was as successful as any show this writer has ever seen at truly showing the audience what the music looks like. In some cases it was incredibly edgy video that paced the music note for note. In other cases it was beautifully complex animated graphics that brought to mind the artwork of the 60’s.

However, the video that had the most impact was also the simplest. During the very soft and gentle “Neon Moon,” sung by Ronnie Dunn, the video content was nothing more than periodically appearing stars on a dark background. It gave movement and depth to the stage, yet it allowed Ronnie to lean into the song and be the sole focus of the stage.

“That was the song that required the most work on our part,” Deaton told us. “Every time we came with a concept they would tell us that they’d already done it because they’ve been

**BAND**

Keyboards, Vocals, Band - Leader: Dwain Rowe
Bass, Vocals - Terry Mcbride
Lead Guitar - Lou Toomey
Rhythm & Lead Guitar, Vocals - Tony King
Drums - Trey Gray
Fiddle, Rhythm Guitar, Banjo - Jimmy Stewart
Steel Guitar, & Lap Steel - Gary Morse
Back Ground Vocals - Julie Downs, Kim Parent, Trez Gregory
doing that song since the mid 80’s. So finally we decided to back all the way off of it and it really worked well.”

Apart from the remarkably low risers that the band and backup vocalists worked on, the stage was completely clean. This gave everyone lots of real estate to move around. There was also a thrust that extended out to a B-stage upon which there was activity for much of the show.

Toward the end of the show there was a fairly stirring (non-political) tribute to the American Armed forces during the song “Only In America.” In the show mpm covered, two Marines in full dress uniform and two Army soldiers in combat BDU’s marched, one at a time, out to the B-stage. There, they assembled four abreast, gave a very slow salute and were instantly covered, along with most of the seated audience, with a massive streamer shot. That was pretty much the only real gag of the show. But it was enough to make the crowd come completely off the spool.

The execution of this show was silky smooth in large part because this team has been together for so long. As most people reading this story can attest, if a production team stays together as long as this crew has been
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The Cowboy Town tour was the model of that theory. The production was spearheaded by Randy “Baja” Fletcher who has been working with B&D for close on 15 years. Baja explained why it works as well as it does. “First of all, I believe it all comes from the boss. We work for a couple of great guys in Kix and Ronnie.”

“Then there is communication. We have 61 people out here and communication is key. We pay a lot of attention to that. As far as my part of it goes, I believe that the best way for me to do my job is to surround myself with the best people I can get. They do the work and I support them in their efforts.

Baja finally summed up the method of getting this show down the road with what was probably the most telling comment of anyone who we spoke to in putting this story together; “I don’t know if the way we are doing this is the right way, but do know that it’s the Brooks & Dunn way and that works for us.”

We must add that several shows on this tour were performed as a twin bill with ZZ Top. Because of last minute time constraints, we were not able to gather enough information to properly include the description of that format of this tour. However, we can say that despite the somewhat unexpected pairing of these two bands on the same stage, it not only worked great from a logistical and design perspective, but it was also a great show. If the rumors of these two acts teaming up for selected dates next year come to fruition, we assure you that we will be there to cover it.
Crew

FOH Engineer - Tommy Welch
Monitors - Kurt Springer
Systems Tech/On Stage - Matt Boek
FOH Systems Tech - Jim Brentlinger
Lighting Designer - Larry Boster
Crew Chief - Shawn Lear
System Techs - Cory Cheatham
Director - Dan Hanson
Engineers - Mike Bishoff, Mike Forbes
Led Wall Tech - Bryon Fuller
FOH Camera - Mike Buswell, Darren Spann
Hand Held Camera - Brandon Lewis, Dave Alexander
Set Carpenters - John “Frenchie” Ristoff, Edwin Skinner
Drum Tech/Set Carpenter - Johnny Seay
Head Tour Rigger - Mike “Mf” Rigger

Rigger - Mark McKinney
Grid Techs - Rich Connell, Ryder Deas
Merchandise - Bill Huntsman
B&D / Videographer - Thein Phan
Hot Air Balloon Pilot - Joe Shevnell
Text Messenger - Candice Watkins
Kix Brooks Bus Driver Lead Driver - Mike Leatherwood
Ronnie Dunn Bus Driver - Wayne Sullivan
Band Bus Driver - Bee “Cuzman” Haley
Crew Bus Driver - Curley Jones, Earl Singleton, Candice Lee
Toyota Tundra Corp. Sponsor Bus - Vicky Plattel
Truck Drivers - Jim Milton, John Cooper, Richard Pennycook, Robert Gauzman, Bill Marsh, Karla Bradshaw, Charles Cross, Robert Sellers, Richard Yuenger, James Ross, Jerry Duckworth
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Going into the assignment, the comparison had been made between Nine Inch Nails and Pink Floyd. This seemed a bit odd given the massive disparity in musical styles between the two bands.

As the day wore on, however, one began to understand the similarities. There was the manner in which the crew members talked about the production not as being something they'd never seen before but as something they didn't know was technically possible.

But when you put the minds of Trent Reznor and Roy Bennett in the same room with Montreal based Moment Factory (a company that we will talk about at length in next month’s “O Canada” issue) the outcome will undoubtedly cause a suspension of disbelief across the board.

While there were a number of interesting kinks in this production, it was really all about the visuals. When asked what he braggs to his friends about concerning this show, FOH Engineer Pete Kepler said, “It looks great! It's hard to make something sound as good as this show looks.”

The effect these units had was very impressive. They didn't just hit the crowd. They moved en masse to create wave effects that seem to animate the whole array and gave it a truly fluid look. Centered at the top and bottom of each pod was a Vari*Lite 2500 that provided great back light and spent a good deal of time shooting out through the stage to the house.

In today’s world, we have come to expect video as the center piece of just about any production. This show lived up to that expectation due to the massive video presence. But it’s what was done with the video content of the show that changed the way everyone who saw the show will ever look at a stage again - in the same way the first automated lighting and the wireless microphone did in their time of epiphany.

The show plays in three parts. The first and third parts were, for the most part, a “straight ahead rock show.” The middle section was wrapped around Reznor's “Ghost” album, a 36 song work of which four songs were played in this part of the production.

Very little of the lighting was provided by oblique angles. It all hit straight on from side lighting through the use of offstage atomic strobes and movers, or down light from several pods flown above the stage. There were seven pods that hung on an upstage line that hit the crowd with 16 of the MAC 300’s (each) that Bennett commissioned LSI/Saco in Montreal to refit with LED panels for the last Paul McCartney tour.

The show was more than just a video presentation that accentuated the performance of a band on stage. It was an interactive environment the likes of which has never before been seen on a concert stage.

While many people were involved in the design of the show, the glue that held the amazing look together was Moment Factory. The stage had three primary video delivery points. There was a down stage Stealth wall...
that was the length of the stage, about 20 feet high and was convex toward the house.

There was another Stealth wall that was the same size but was concave as the crowd looked at it that played mid stage. Finally, there was an upstage high-res wall made of Barco D7 (which will be replaced with the incredibly crisp Saco V9 on the next leg of the tour) that was the width of the stage, flat and the same height as the Stealth walls.

All of these elements including the wall of LED loaded Mac 300’s flew in and out with the same regularity as one might see in a theatrical fly system. When they were flown, they were hidden by a deep teaser that masked the entire rig. This added to the dramatic effect of the five Syncrolite units as they seemed to come slamming out of nowhere from the perfective of all but the first 20 or 30 feet of audience.

All of the elements of the show were interconnected through a hard coded system provided by Moment Factory. Moment Factory is provides interactive production environments as opposed to set and scenery in the classic sense. That is a very important distinction in the context of the NIN show.

The visual aspect of this show, especially the “Ghost” segment, was constructed like a video game is written rather than the video content as we have known it to be. That being said, there was traditional video content in the show but it was integrated into the bigger picture.

Sakchin Bessette, one of the founding partners of Moment Factory described the system as a video game that uses the stage as the joy stick. The stage was painted with infrared and scanned with high speed lasers from several different positions and angles. This provided the system with three dimensional data of what was on the stage, where it was and where

**NIN BAND**
Trent Reznor, Vocals/Guitar/Keys/Percussion
Alessandro Cortini, Keys/Guitar/Vocals
Josh Freese, Drums
Robin Finck, Guitars/Vocals
Justin Meldal Johnsen, Bass Guitar/Vocals
or how it moved about the stage in the case of performers.

That information was fed to the system so that at times it could, through the use of video feedback or raw electronic signal, present an image with similar characteristics of a CAT scan or an MRI. This could be used with such precision that at times it could focus on Trent Reznor’s mouth as he held a microphone to it.

This system didn’t just control the video presentation. It also controlled lighting as well. During one part of the show, the downstage Stealth wall was full of white noise. As this was happening, Reznor was walking along the upstage side of the wall as he performed a song. As he moved, the system tracked his progress and kept floor mounted lights trained on him at all times. As that was happening, the system also created a hole in the white noise wherever he was so that he could be seen through the screen.

The screens were also used to create incredible depth of field. At any given time, the band played anywhere between them as well as down stage of them. There was a point of the show where the look was a swamp. Because various parts of the scene were presented on all three screens, and the performers were positioned in among the screens, it looked like they were playing all throughout the swamp.

During the section of the show where the “MRI” effect (for want of a better descriptor) was focusing on an image of Reznor’s face, the audience was completely drawn into the effect. Then when the song was over Stage Manager Doug Eldridge came out onto the downstage apron and swiped hand held conventional light across the downstage Stealth screen. As he did it, the image was washed away as though the light was an eraser.

All of this brings us back to the software that made all of this possible. The show was written, as was stated earlier, like a video game in that it could do nothing without the interaction of the people on stage. And like a video game, the hard coded data was immobile until the performers entered the equation.

In other words, if the system was the video game and the stage was the joystick, the performers were the thumb on the joystick’s trigger. Various parts of the show could be triggered by the Grand MA console, SMTP code, MIDI coming from any number of places from the stage to the FOH console. The system controlled every visual aspect of the show.

This amount of technical interaction made for amazing challenges that started even before rehearsals. “We have done a lot of interactive environmental systems. But they were mostly static applications,” said Moment Factory Co-owner, Dominic Bessette. “You go in, calibrate everything and set to work every time in the same place. But in this show we had to design the system with the knowledge that it would be bounced down the road, set up and recalibrated in a different place with different characteristics every day.”

That wasn’t the end of it - next came rehearsals. Despite the emphasis on visuals in this production, all of the other aspects of the production had to be attended. The problem was that they were all tied into this system, which meant that the writing of this software had to involve everyone in one way or another.

And this wasn’t like programming a console. When someone said, that they were continued on 38
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not quite comfortable with something, it meant that it all had to rewritten.

Of course the part of the show that interacted most closely with the Moment Factory system was video delivery provided by Nocturne, as is the company that is deploying the bulk of the final product. Nocturne has worked with NIN since 2005 when it provided the first ever hi-def video screen (Saco V9) to hit a stage. Nocturne Co-Owner, Bob Brigham spoke to us about the experience of working on the project.

“You have to understand that this is the first time that anything like this has ever been done. Therefore, it came with the expectation that there were going to be a few bumps in the road. When you know that going in, it becomes easier to deal with the kinks. And they were there. But we got by them and the finished product was well worth it. This is an unbelievable show. I highly recommend that everyone see it.”

Rigging had its share of tests as well. Lead rigger, Terry “Cowboy” Parker explained, “This isn’t an especially heavy rig by today’s standards, but it’s really precise because of all of the stuff up there that you don’t see on any other rig. It can’t be changed at all. It’s got to go up the very same way every day.”

The rig had 11 different kinds of hoists. Parker continues, “If one of them gets out of position, you can’t ‘deal with it,’ you have to get it right. There’s 10 inches of clearance between everything that is moving up there. There’s no such thing as fudging a point. We had one point that we tried moving four inches during rehearsals, and it spiked the load from 2,300 to 3,800 pounds.”

There was an interesting backline twist on this show as well. The “Ghost” portion of the show was performed with orchestral instruments such as a 5 ½ octave marimba, timpani, orchestral bells and an upright bass that you don’t see any time during the rest of the show. These instruments obviously took up a lot more real estate than your usual backline array. They all had to be staged on rolling risers up stage and maneuvered into position and struck in a remarkable amount of time.

We could go on talking about this show for a very long time and never really get the full point across. But it must be said that this show presented a level of creativity that we haven’t seen in a very long time. That’s not to say that we aren’t seeing spectacular events, but it’s not often we see shows that reach this far.

One characteristic spoke the loudest - the complete lack of ego it took for the band to step back from the temptation to have the show be all about them instead of being all about the show. Remember, there were no follow spots or IMAG in this show. And often times the image of the band was completely lost in the image of the show.

Roy Bennett probably said it best when he described this show as performance art, thought for a moment and then corrected himself…

“Actually, it’s better described as High Art.”
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